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An Afternoon With Billy Budd
Brenda Aume
A very pleasurable afternoon was had by all
55 persons who joined the Center for Professional
Ethics Sunday, February 17, for the play, Billy
Budd, at the Cleveland Play House, followed by
dinner and discussion.
The actors captured our attention from the
moment we stepped aboard the HMS Indomitable.
There we met Billy Budd and Claggart and partici
pated in Billy's hanging for his mlsfortunate
deed.
After a bountiful meal and quiet conversation
CPE Chairman, Robert Lawry, took the helm and began
a thought-provoking discussion about Melville's
novel, Billy Budd, and its interpretation in the
play. Bob suggested the decision made by Captain
Vere (i.e., Billy must hang) was not unjust, but
also not totally just.
It was not unjust because
while Billy acted in self-defense (struck Claggart
out of an inability to talk and defend himself
against Claggart's vicious lies), Billy did in
fact kill Claggart and thus was deserving of some
penalty. Captain Vere's dilemma, however, was to
decide a fair penalty, acquittal versus death by
hanging. As Bob and one of the actors pointed
out, not only was there a real threat of mutiny
but also the law required death as the only just
penalty in striking an officer. All of the crew
were aware of this: Billy's fellow crew members.
Captain Vere and the Drumhead Court members.
Therefore they were convinced their loyalty lay
in upholding the law and loyalty to the
sovereignty, not allowing their conscience to in
fluence them otherwise.
Bob Lawry described Billy as the "ultimate
good, the natural man." Claggart, on the other
hand, represented evil. While Captain Vere wanted
to preserve Bi1ly's'1ife, he lacked creativity in
offering any other solution except hanging.
Captain Vere represents the common man, and like
most of us, is constrained by mediocrity. Due to
his mediocrity, Vere made the only decision he
could.

Dan Westbrook and Robert Rhys share
their feelings about "Billy Budd".

The death of Billy Budd represented
more than the exaction of a life for a
life taken. Rather, as Bob suggested,
though we feel remorse at the loss of a
good and innocent man, in the fight of
good against evil, some good must be
sacrificed to bring the rest of us to
gether again.
Following Bob's discussion, two of
the cast offered their views on the play
as well as how they dealt with these
issues in the characters they portrayed.
Dan Westbrook (First Officer Seymour)
described his feelings about leading
the "Drumhead Court." Dan suggested
that Captain Vere had already determined
that Billy was to die. As a result,
Seymour tried to get rid of the court's
decision to hang Billy, quickly reciting
his lines and writing out the hanging
order. Still, Vere follows this with
(continued over)

An Afternoon With Billy Budd (continued)
A lengthy speech about the obligation to uphold the law and the sovereign homeland. Dan
personally felt Vere's decision was wrong and unjust. Unfortunately, Vere was a common
man in a situation calling for an extraordinary man.
Robert C. Rhys, portraying Billy Budd, felt certain phrases used in the play en
couraged audience sympathy. Billy would never question why he was being hung. Rather,
if Billy broke the law and must hang, so be it. Robert also discussed the novel's
description of Billy's temper: striking out in previous incidents (which was omitted
in the play). When Billy hangs himself, he cries, "God bless Captain Vere!"
He does
this because Vere wanted Billy's forgiveness, and Billy had not yet pardoned Vere.
Robert shared with the group his difficulty in playing out the moral dilemma: Billy
simply accepting everything offered him, looking for the good.
There was a brief discussion between the speakers and audience, ending a most
enjoyable program. We were left to decide whether justice was really done in Billy Budd.
Brenda Aume is an active member of the CPE Steering
Committee. Currently she is completing the joint
Law/Social Science Program at Case Western Reserve
University.

INTERNAL EDUCATION OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE
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An on-going activity of the CPE Steering
Committee includes an hour discussion allotted for
topics at each of our monthly meetings. Our Spring
'85 Internal Education program has continued to
embrace the interface of economics and values.
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and professional goals. One example was that of the
We cordially invite you to attend t(ii
value of family loyalty circumventing the reporting
students and $5 for students. Call]?
of unlawful profits. The discussion led the group
to consider how very difficult decisions can become
in light of personal and work-related conflicts.
The group offered genuine support to the three members who freely shared from their own
experiences.

February 1985 set the stage for Billy Budd as Bob Lawry raised issues of justice in the
novel's plot. Again, we met in Carol Rottman's home for a productive planning session,
with time then spent preparing the group for the Billy Budd discussion and play held the
weekend following our meeting.
Upcoming will be a two-part series focused on the Bishops' Pastoral Letter on
Economics. The group has been asked to read this document over a two month period in pre
paration for these meetings and the Spring Conference. Three basic points were raised in
this document: the priority of human beings in economic decisions, a global sense of
community, and the need to develop forms of participation in economic systems.
It is hoped
that this intellectual endeavor will prepare the Steering Committee members' active
participation in our Spring Conference.

CENTER ACTIVITIES
On February 7th, Robert Clarke, the Center's Director,
met with Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. David Shubot, and Mr. Glenn
Keiper of the CWRU School of Dentistry. This was the first
* '
meeting in a series aimed at learning the extent of ethical
teaching in each of the professional schools. Dr. Clark and
Dr. Shubot offer an eight-hour module on "Jurisprudence and
Ethical Response" adapted from The University of Minnesota
Ecological Dentistry Department program. Minnesota dentists
(700) were asked to state the most critical ethical issues
they faced in their practice. These situations were con
verted into case studies, providing the basis for a curriculum
in the field of dental ethics. Cleveland area dentists are
engaged in facilitating this course offered at the School of
Dentistry.
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s event. Cost is $10 for non91-0600 for reservations.

The "Systems of Ethical Thinking"
Workshop, held February 2, 1985 was
advertised in the CWRU "Spring Open
ings." Thirteen people attended the
three hour session held at Thwing Center.
The age range of those present was
18-75, a full lifetime spectrum!
Robert Clarke led the group.

On January 30th, Brenda Aume, Robert
Lawry, and Robert Clarke met with four
people from the Huntington's Disease Foundation
to discuss the possibility of co-sponsoring
a conference this Spring. The members of
the Foundation Board present are now in the
process of making some further decisions about
this possibility, and will meet again with
CPE representatives.

GOOD NEWS FOR THE CENTER
Through the good work of the
University Office of Development,
the Center was awarded a grant from
the GAR Foundation in Akron, Ohio.
The grant, totalling $90,000, is
for a three-year period. Our deep
gratitude to the Foundation and the
University Development Office for
assuring the Center's future.
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REFLECTIONS FROM NEW CPE STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The Steering Committee invites interested CWRU students, faculty and practitioners to join this
enthusiastic group with a common interest in ethics. We've asked two new members to share their per
sonal interest in the Center and what draws them to the Steering Committee.
Carol J. Rottman
By background I am a teacher of handicapped infants.
In I98I I moved with my family to Cleveland
to begin a Doctorate in Social Welfare.
Just prior to the move, one of our children was seriously
injured and hospitalized here for over a year. That experience as well as the ethical issues involved
in the Baby Doe cases led me to my dissertation topic: Ethics in Neonatology; A Parents' Perspective.
In order to increase my knowledge in ethics, I enrolled in two courses: Ethics of Behavioral Science
Research and a University course entitled Ethics in Professional Life, through which I began to hear
more about the Center for Professional Ethics.
I Joined the Steering Committee this year and find
the group, composed of students, faculty, and practitioners from many disciplines, to be an excellent
source of learning, encouragement and fellowship.
I'm pleased to say that concern for personal and
professional ethics is alive and well at CWRU.

Linda Barr
I was happy to join the CPE last year because I felt the need to think through ethical problems
that confronted me as a first year medical student. As I begin to examine patients this year, ethical
questions seem even more pressing.
How can I justify practicing on a patient?
Is it right to allow
myself to be introduced as "Dr. Barr?" When a patient asks me, as I set up to draw an arterial blood
gas, whether I have performed the procedure before. Is an honest "no" in anyone's best interest?
The association with others who consider ethical questions important and worthy of discussion helps
me to take time to consider these important issues in my work.
I have especially enjoyed the mix
of practitioners, students and faculty which make up the CPE.
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